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For a finite group G and a field K, any (K, G)-module formed may be regarded 
as isomorphic to the direct sum of a number of indecomposable modules. Of 
particular interest is the decomposition of the tensor product of two modules 
into indecomposable parts. 
This paper examines the case where G is a cyclic p-group and K is a field 
of characteristic p. A reduction formula is derived for the decomposition of the 
tensor product of any two indecomposable (K, G)-modules. This is used to 
produce an algorithm which is more convenient for computing any such decom- 
position. 
These results are largely based on the work of Green [I] and extend several 
of his formulas. The algorithm obtained is quite different from that of Srinivasan 
[6], and while bearing similarities to that of Lindsey [3], it is considerably 
shorter in statement and more convenient for direct computation. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a cyclic group of order pa with generator .Y and identity e. Let K 
be a field of characteristic p. 
A G-module means a (K, G)-module with the elements of G acting as right 
operators. 
It is well known that there are exactly p” distinct isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable G-modules. Let V, , i ;= l,..., pa, be representatives of these 
classes, where Vi has K-dimension I, and Vi is a submodule of V, for i <<i. 
* This paper forms part of an IMSC. thesis, written at the University of Papua Sew 
Guinea under the direction of Dr. M. O’Reilly. 
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A K-basis for Vi is {nk, K = l,..., i}, with the property 
Definev, =OforK < 1. 
The modular representation ring R, = R,(K, G) is defined as follows. It has 
Z-basis {Vi, i = l,..., pa}, where 2 is the ring of integers. Products in R, are 
defined by 
where the nonnegative integer aijk is the number of components isomorphic 
to V, in the decomposition of Vi OK V, into the direct sum of indecomposable 
modules. 
Define V, = 0 in R, . 
By these definitions, it is evident that, for 0 < Y <p&, V,, x VT = 0, and 
Vl x v, = v, . 
For convenience, we define 5 Vfti) = 0 for all f(i). The statement 
i-1 
a < (b, , b, ,...) < c means a < bi < c, i = 1,2 ,... . 
The proof of the lemmas herein is heavily dependent on the results obtained 
by Green in [I]. These are summarized below, with some notational changes: 
references in brackets are to his paper. 
SUMMARY OF PRODUCT FORMULAS 
Let q = p@ for 1 < /I < 01. In G-l and G-2 below, allow j3 = CL 
G-l (cf. 2.5a). If 1 < (r, s) < q and I’, x V, = Vtl + *** + Vt, , then 
Vo-rX v~=v~_,l+...+v~--tb+(S-b)VI. 
G-2 (cf. 2.5b). If 1 < r < q, 
v, x V& = vQ-,+(r- 1) V,. 
G-3 (cf. 2.9~). If q < r < pq, with r = r,q + rl , 0 < rl < q, 
vr x v,-1 = (r1 - l)V(,,,l,, + v(T,*lh?-71 + (4 - Yl - l)Vr,* * 
G-4 (cf. 2.8~). If 1 < r < q, 
VT x VI?+1 = v,,, + (r - 1) VQ * 
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G-5 (cf. 2.8d). If 4 6 r < (p - l)p, with r as in G-3, 
= VT-, + (9 - Yl - 1)VQO + Vro+lh-q + kl - 1)V(r,,+h? + VT+* * 
G-6 (cf. 2.8e). If (p - I)p < Y < ~4, with Y as in G-3, 
vr x v,+, = vr-* + (4 - r1 - 1) ~blk? + CT1 + 1) VP, f 
G-7 (cf. 2.7d). If 1 < Y < ~4, with Y as in G-3, 
vr x v* = (4 - 4KV;on + Y1hro+l)f2 * 
1. PRODUCTS OF MODULES WITH K-DIMENSION NOT GREATER THAN p 
Following Green’s notation in [I], for any G-module M define: 
l(M) = dimension of largest indecomposable component of M. 
b(M) = total number of indecomposable components in M. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) If 1 < (r, S) <p, 
l(Vr x V,) = min(p, I + s - 1) 
(ii) If 1 < (r, s) d pq, where q = pe, 1 ,< /3 < al, and r = r,q + Y, , 
s = s,q + s1 , with 0 d (rl , SJ < q, 
WV x V,) = min(P9, (r. + so)9 + WY1 x V,J). 
Proof. For 1 < (Y, S, s’) < JY, with s’ > S, the tensor product of VT with 
the short exact sequence 
gives the short exact sequence 
0 - v, x v, ---f v, x v,, -+ v, x v,,-, -+ 0. 
Hence the graph (Green [l], from Littlewood [4]) of V, x V,, is formed by 
the adjunction of a suitable number of nodes to the graph of V, x V, . Hence 
WV x Vd) B 4v, x Vs) for s’ > s (I.la) 
In the remainder of the proof, let ‘u,. and o, be generators of V, and V, , 
respectively. Let w = x - e in the group algebra r’ = r(K, G) and regard V, 
and V, as r-modules. Then I( V, x V,) = h, where h is the least positive integer 
such that (zJ,. @ DJ 09 = 0. 
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Let q = pa, for any /I such that 0 < /3 < CL NOW wq = (X - e)* = xR - e, 
and hence 
(WT @ WJ wq = v,-, 0 0,-q + VT-, 0 v’, + vr 0 v,-, . 
Using (l.lb), induction on r + s shows that for 1 < (r, s) < pm 
(vr @ VJ wr+s--l = 0. 
Induction on r + s also gives, for 1 < (r, S) < pa, 
(l.lb) 
(l.lc) 
(VT @v,)w~+s-2 = ( r fs; ‘) VI @ v1 . 
Hence for 1 < (Y, S) < p, with r + s < p + 2, 
(vr @ ws) w--2 # 0. 
By (l.la), for 1 < (r, S) <p, Z(V, x V,) < Z(VD x VP). 
By (l.lb), Z(V, x V,) <p. 
(l.ld) 
By (1.1~) and (l.ld), with r + s <p + 2, Z(Vr x V,) = r + s - 1. 
Hence I( V, x V,) = p, and Z(Vr x V,) = min(p, r + s - 1) for 
< (r, s) -< p. This completes the proof of part (i) of the lemma. 
Let 1 < (r, S) < pq, where q = ps, 1 < fl < CL Let r = r,,q f rl , 
= soq + s, , 0 < (ri , sr) < q. By (l.lb) and (l.lc), induction on r,, + s,, gives 
(VT @ w,)w(~~+sJq = O so 
r + ““1 
orI @ VSl . (l.le) 
By (l.le), for r. i- so <p, Z(P-r x V,) = (r, + s,)q + Z(Vrl x V,J. By (I.lb), 
Z( VT x V,) < pq. Hence z(v, x v,) = min(pq, (r. + so)4 + 4vvl x Vs,)). 
This completes the proof of the lemma, with the exception of the cases r = pa 
or s = p”: these are immediate on application of (1 .la). 1 
LEMMA 1.2. Z’ 1 < r < s < pm, then b( v, X v,) = r. 
Proof. This is based on [l, (2.9b)] with some changes in notation. Here, 
Green shows: 
A basis for V, @ VS is {uij: i = l,..., r; j = l,..., s}, where uii = v+x-~ @ vj . 
Define uii = 0 if i < 1 or j < 1. Now uijx = uij + uiVjel + uiMl,$ for 1 < i f r 
and 1 <j < s. That is, u2,+r = -u~-~,~ + uijw, where w = x - e in I’. -- -- 
Define G = uij + (V, @ V,)w. Now u~,+~ = -zQ-~,~ . Hence the r linearly 
independent terms ui, , 1 < i < r, f orm a K-basis for (V,. @ V,)/(V, @ VJw, 
andb(VrX V,)=r. 1 
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Remark. Alternate proofs, by matrices, appear in [2], [5] and [6]. 
LEMMA 1.3. For 1 < r < p, V, x V, = VTSI + V,,, . 
Proof. If T = 1, V,-, = V,, = 0 by definition, and V, x V, = V, as 
required. 
For r > 1, which implies p > 2: by Lemma 1.1, one component is V,.+, . 
By Lemma 1.2, there are exactly two components. Comparison of dimensions 
shows the other must be V,.-, . a 
We are now in a position to calculate the decomposition of the product of 
indecomposable modules of dimension not greater than p: Theorem 1 below. 
It should be noted that the theorem can be proved directly using Corollary 1 in 
Srinivasan [6] and (2.5a) in Green [l]. 
THEOREM 1. ForO<r<s<p, 
VT x K = f vs.-,,,f-1 + (r - c>v, , 
i=l 
where 
I r C= ajr rfs<p, P--s if r+s>p. 
Proof. (a) Let r + s < p. 
The theorem is trivial for r = 0. Hence we need only consider the case 
l<rbs<p, r+s<p. 
For p = 2, the only case is V, x VI = V, . 
For p > 2, at r = 1 the Theorem is V, x V, = V, , trivially true. Now by 
Lemma 1.3, for 1 < k < p, 
v,, x v, =(V, x v,- V,,) x v,. 
Induction on k using this property gives the result required. 
(b) Let r + s > p. 
Lett =p- s.NowO<t~r<p,andt+r,(p.By(a)a~ove, 
VT x vfa = i Vr-t+,f-l~ 
i-l 
Now apply G-l and rearrange. 8 
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2. THE GENERAL REDUCTION FORMULA 
The result, Theorem 2 below, is a formula which expresses a product of two 
modules in terms of the decomposition of two modules of lower dimension: 
this, with Theorem 1, provides a technique for calculating any decomposition. 
Some preliminary lemmas are required. 
In this section, let q = ps, 1 < /3 < 01. 
LEMMA 2.1. For 0 <r <q, and 0 <b <p, 
Proof. The lemma is trivial at b = 0, and holds at b = 1 by G-7. Substititing 
(b - 1)q for r in G-4, G-5, and G-6, and taking products with V, gives, for 
2<b<p: 
Apply induction on b. g 
LEMMA 2.2. For 0 < (a, b) < p, if V, x V, = C ciVti , then 
z 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.3 and 2.1, the subring RI of R, , with Z-basis 
(Vi: i = l,..., p>, is entirely defined by the relations: 
v, x v, = VT (1 < r <PI, 
v, x VT = vr-, + &,I (1 < y <PI, 
v, x v, = rv, (1 < r f p). 
The ring R&K, G) = Q @a R,(K, G), where Q is the field of rationals, has 
subring R’ with basis (W,: i = l,..., p}. where Wi = (l/q) Vi, . By G-4, G-5, 
and G-6: 
w, x w, = w, (1 ,<r <P>, 
W,’ x w, = w,-, + WV,, (1 < r < P), 
w, x wp=rw, (1 Gy <PI. 
Hence there is a natural embedding, R, -+ R’, defined by V, + Wi, and 
the lemma holds. j 
LEMMA 2.3. For 0 < a < p, with 0 < r < q, 
vr x VW,, = VW,, + (r - 1) va, .
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Proof. The lemma is trivial for Y = 0 or a = 0. For a and r nonzero 
the given conditions imply p < r + (aa + 1) - 1 < pq. By Lemma 1.1, 
l( v, x V,,,l) = q + r. 
On taking the tensor product of V,. with the short exact sequence 
0 * VI - VW,, -+ va, -+ 0, it can be seen (cf. Lemma 1.1) that the graph of 
VT x VW,, is obtained from that of V, x V,, by regular adjunction of r nodes. 
But V, x V,, = r V,, , by Lemma 2.1. Hence one term is V,,,, , and there 
must also be (r - 1) terms of type V,, . 1 
LEMMA 2.4. For 1 < a < p, with0 < r 6 q, 
v, x va,-1 = V&-T + (r - 1) va, - 
Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 2.3, using the short exact sequence 
0 -+ VI -+ V,, -+ V,,-, ---f 0, and the fact that nodes may only be removed 
in one way from the graph of Y V,, . a 
Remark. For a = 1, this lemma holds at q = pi, by G-2. 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) For 1 < b < p - 1, 
(v,+l - v,-l) x vb,+l = V(b+l)~+l + V(b--l)tz+l * 
(ii) For 1 < b < p - 1, 
(v,+l - v~-l> x vb,-l = V(b-lh-l + v(b+lh-l * 
(iii) For I < b < p - 1, 
(v,+l - vu-l) x vb, = vi(b+lh + V(B-lh . 
Proof. This is straightforward from G-3 and G-5. 
LEMMA 2.6. For 0 < a < b < p, with a + b < p, 
V aa+ x vm+, 
= i (v(b-a+2i)a+l + V(b-a+2i)n-1 + (9 - 2)V(b-a+2i-lhz) + vi(b--a)g+l * 
i=l 
Proof. This is trivial at a = 0: it reduces to VI X Vb,+, = V,,,, . For 
a = 1, by G-5 the lemma holds for 1 < b < p - 1, the requisite range. Now 
induction on a completes the proof, using the property 
Vot+1)*+1 = v,,, x v?c,+, - VP1 x v7c,+1 - voc-da+1 7 
which is valid for 1 < k < p - 1 by (i) in Lemma 2.5. 1 
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LEMMA 2.7. (i) For 0 < a < b < p, with a + b < p, 




v(b-a+2ih + (9 - l) zl V(b--a+2i--1h + (cb + a - $14 f 1)v9,. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, 
va, x v, x vb,+, = va, x v(b+lh + va, x (n - l> vb, * 
Apply Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1. 1 
LEMMA 2.8. (i) For 0 < a < b < p, with a + b -=c p, 
V aq+1 x vbq = f v(b--n+2ih + (a - I) i V(b--a+2i--lh + v(b-ah * 
i==l i=l 
(ii) For 0 < a < b < p, with a + b >, p, 
e-b-l 
V aq+1 x vb, = 1 v(b--a+Pih 
61 
9-b 
+@I- 1) c V(- b n+zi-1)q + V(b-& + ((’ f ’ -Ph f ‘)‘m ’ 
i=l 
Proof. For a < 6, apply Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2 and Theorem 1 to the expres- 
sion vg x vaq+, x vbC . Lemma 2.7 covers the case where a = b. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. For 0 < a < b < p, with a + b < p, 
a-1 
va,-, x vb,+l = z tv(b--o+Zih+l + I’ (b--a+Zi)a-1 f (q - 2, v(b-a+2i-l)o ) 
+ v(a+b)o-1 + h - 2) v(a+b--l)cl * 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, for 0 < a < p, 
vq, x V(a-l)q+l = vaq-1 +(4 - 2) Vb-I)9 - 
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Apply Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7: 
[ 
a-1 
va,-1 x Vb,,l = vg-, x c (V(b-a+1+2i)n+1 + V(b--a+1+2i)a-1 
i=l 
+ (q - 2) V(b--n+~i)a) + ri(b-a+l)a+l 1 
n-1 
- (4 - 2) c (v/(b-a+2i)a + (4 - l) V(b-a+2ih) 
i=l I 
for 0 < a - 1 < b < p, with a - 1 + b < p. 
Apply G-2 and G-3 and simplify. 1 
LEMMA 2.10. For 0 < a < b < p, with a + b > p, 
V aa+l X vba+3 
n-b-1 
= 2 (vtb-a+2i-l)o+l + V&--a+‘2i--1)~--l) 
8-b 
+ V(b-n)a+l + (4 - 2) 1 vtb-a+2i-l)a + ((a + b -P> !? + 2)vm7 . 
i=l 
Proof. Let t = p - b. Then 0 < t < a < p, with a + t < p. Now 
Lemma 2.9 provides an expansion for V,,,, x Vi,-, , and application of G-l 
gives the required result. 1 
We can now prove the main result, the Reduction Theorem, which expresses 
a product in terms of the decomposition of a product of modules of reduced 
dimension. 
THEOREM 2. For 1 6 r < s < pq, with T = r,q + r, , s = s,q + s, , where 
q = ps, 1 < /I < o! ad 0 < (r]. , sl) < q: 
V,x V~=clV~+I*l-~ll~ V ++2ij4. i=l (.Q o + max(0, rl - 4 V(so-Toh 
+ (q - rl - 4 1 V~so--ro+2i-l)a 
i=l 
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where 
! 0 Cl = if ro + so < P, r+s--PQ if To + so >, P, 
dl = 
t 
r” if To + so < A 
p-so-l if ro + $0 3 p, 
d, = 
I 
yo if ro + so < P, 
P - so if r. + so b P, 
and V,.I x VSI = i aiVbb, . 
j-1 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, V,. = VrI x ?J’~,~+~ - (rl - 1) VrO, . Hence 
vr x v’s = (VT1 x Vs,) x ( vro(I+l x I/‘soo+l) 
- (rl - 1) Vsl x Vvog x Vsop+l 
- (Sl - 1) K, x vso, x VTofzfl 
+ (rl - l)h - 1) VT, x Visoo . 
It is now straightforward, though tedious, to apply the appropriate Iemmas 
to each product above and simplify. 1 
Remarks. (i) For the case r1 + s1 >, q, it is convenient to rewrite the 
general formula by setting 
Z-l 
(bf < q forj < I), 
valid by G- 1. This avoids negative coefficients in the expression. 
(ii) In the case where s = pL1, we may set r. = si = 0 for r < s, with 
q = pa, and the theorem holds by Lemma 2.2. 
It also holds when r = s = pa: Set r, = s, = 0, q = pa. 
3. THE ALGORITHM 
The Reduction Formula is not in a particularly convenient form for direct 
computation of product decompositions. The algorithm below is more suitable, 
especially for computer programming. 
ALGORITHM. For 1 < (r, s) < pW, the decomposition of V, x V, may be 
found by the following steps: 
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mintr,s) 
Step 0. Form the sum ,z Vir-s/+zi-l . NOW perform the general step for 
P = Y, Y - 1,..., 2, 1 successively, where y is such that pv-l < max(r, s) < py. 
General step. Set r = r,,pa + rl , s = sops + s, , where 0 < (rl , sl) < ps. 
If the term Vkp8 or the sum ( Vfi9sW1 + VL;3,~+,), k > 1, where p f k, occurs in the 
previous step, replace all terms of type V, , kpa - 7 < t < kpfl +- 7, in that step 
by 7VkDo , where 
’ = i 
I rl - 5 I if k E r, + s,,(mod 2), 
I Ps - 03 + 41 if k g r. + s&mod 2). 
The final result is the required decomposition. 
Proof. It is necessary to first compare the coefficients of V,, and terms of 
type V,,,-, via the algorithm and the reduction formula. There are eight cases 
to consider, depending on combinations of: 
It is elementary, though tedious, to check each such combination. 
It then remains to show that the other terms are identical via algorithm and 
formula. An examination of the formula shows they are dependent on the 
expansion of Vr, X VS1 , and the remaining terms in the algorithm show the 
same dependence. 
Ultimately then, the validity of the algorithm depends on its validity at ti = 1, 
true by Theorem 1. m 
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